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Felix’s Case
		

Sheila Packa

On the Iron Range, there were
acres of dark spruce, pines, birch and
aspen. There were old logging roads
and roads to abandoned underground
mines, thickets and back roads that
nobody knew about and didn’t care
to know. There were mine shafts to
fall into and broken trees that could
fall on your head. There were wild
animals: bear, moose, wolves, and old
bachelors. These eccentrics, or people
who simply preferred the society of
birds to other people, were mostly
harmless. Near Toivola, in a shack by
himself in the woods, Felix lived. He
was Finnish, and maybe American too.
Some—like my grandmother—didn’t
learn English because they didn’t have
to, living in the woods and trading at
the Midland Cooperative. She was
born here, but you wouldn’t know it.
In the old days, people said that
the Finns were clannish compared to
the Italians, but quieter. They were
6

more tranquil than the Slovenians,
but less friendly. Their food was plain
compared to the Germans or Irish.
The Finnish weren’t as modest as
others, for they took saunas in groups.
However, they didn’t often share their
thoughts, which was different than the
Poles. Some of the wealthier families
in the city preferred Finnish maids
because they were so clean. Finnish
men were more stubborn than the
women, more so than anybody. But
they were good woodworkers and fine
craftsmen. They liked to drink, but not
as much as the Russians.
Maybe these were stereotypes,
but these were also ways that people
coped with being swallowed by the
underground mines. The mines
offered a living, but also a way of dying
from silicosis or miner’s lung. These
places were always damp and cold and
dark and dangerous. The work was
always exhausting, to shovel and pick

BACKYARD JUNK,
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and load. The ore stained the clothing
and filled the lungs and came out the
noses of the miners. And above the
entrance was the steady creak of the
iron frame of the loading pocket and
the endless trains taking the land away.
Felix somehow escaped work in the
underground. He lived off the land,
and maybe he sold beaver skins or did
logging. I never really knew.
One of the Felix’s neighbors called
to say he’d been yelling at people and
threatening. He’d always been crazy,
according to the report, but now it’s
worse. The report wasn’t specific, but
we didn’t ignore things. As county
social workers, it was our job to
intervene. The intake social worker
John took me along, not only because
he was new, but because I knew a few
words of the Finnish language. We
left town, turned on Highway 7, and
then took another small road through
the spruce swamp, and then turned
again and crossed small bridges with
loose planks over the loops of the
St Louis River, and finally saw Felix’s
place and parked at the end of the
driveway behind his battered pickup
truck. He was outside. I took the lead.
“Kuinke se menne,” I said after
introductions. How’s it going? Not
well, it seemed. He had an unwashed
smell and a few days growth of beard
and his clothes weren’t clean.
“Soumalainen tyttö,” he observed,
which meant Finnish girl.
“Jo, jo,” I said. “Nimi on Sirkka, and
this is John.” Of course, the melting
pot had already happened, and most of
the people who lived in the community
weren’t into a strong ethnic identity.
8

My mother wouldn’t even speak
Finnish because she wanted people
to consider her an American. But I
could tell Felix was a throwback. In
the old days, Finns would trust Finns.
“Cold weather we’ve been having,”
I said.
“Not too bad,” he answered in a
thick brogue.
“A good fire in the sauna would
help.”
He nodded.
There didn’t appear to be a sauna,
or maybe he was living in it. The sauna
was often built first on a homestead
and other larger buildings added later
for a family and for livestock. I took
out a pack of cigarettes and offered
it to him. He took out just one and
rolled it in between his fingers and
tucked it into his shirt pocket. Beneath
his shirt he had on a long underwear
shirt, browned at the neck.
The one room shack was covered
with black tarpaper, nailed to the
outside walls with thin strips of board.
The shack had a couple of windows
and one of the panes was broken.
Surrounding the shack were some
stumps, and an axe was buried in one,
used for chopping wood. He had a
stern expression, which was an aspect
of the Finnish character, and I didn’t
take it wrong. Besides, he invited us
in for coffee. This was a ritual among
Finns.
Inside there was a counter made of
rough planks with a basin of brown
water. There was a coffeepot on
the woodstove, and old newspaper
wrapped around a piece of smoked
fish picked to the bones. He set down

some cups on the tin top of the table
and poured the brew. He sat in the
chair by the door, and we sat in the
chairs in the middle of the room.
I took a sip, not because I wanted
to but because in situations like this,
when you drop in unannounced, it
pays to be polite. It was old coffee,
maybe not even from that day. There
was a can of Arco on the shelf, a box
of Saltines, and some cans of sardines.
He opened another tin and offered us
a dry cookie. There were a few dead
flies in the tin as well. “Want some
biscuittia?” he asked. “Sirkka?”
We waved away the tin.
“Ei kiitos. We just ate,” I said, “we’re
full.”
He took one for himself and dunked
it into his cup of coffee, brought it
to his mouth where he sucked out
the coffee, and then took a bite. We
sipped our coffees. There was some
silence but silence was always part of
a Finn’s conversation. In the culture,
direct questions were rude so I glanced
around the room in order to find my
angle. I saw his narrow bed and the
stove and his wool coat hanging from
a nail. Then I noticed the cardboard
box with small furry animals.
“You have kitty-cats!” I said.
“Rabbits,” he said. He leaned over
them with a smile and pushed them
gently with his finger. They were wild
brown rabbits.
“I’ve tried to pick one up once, but
it made the loudest squeal,” I said.
“You must have a magic touch.”
“They do that,” Felix said. But he
nodded modestly.
John coughed and said it looks

like it’s been awhile since anybody’s
cleaned.
“My mother only took a broom out
when company was coming. We didn’t
let you know we were going to drop
by, because you don’t have a phone.”
“Social workers,” Felix grunted.
“Why you come here?”
“We might be able to help you out,”
I said. “There’s medical assistance,
food stamps, general assistance.”
“I don’t take welfare,” he said curtly.
“Welfare is the other department.
I’m in Social Services. People can
come and help clean or shovel snow.
It’s for anybody,” I said.
He looked skeptical. I was stretching
it because the services were really
not for anybody. You had to have a
disability and be financially eligible.
These things didn’t come without a lot
of paperwork, or a lot of conditions.
I tried to help by breaking through
this resistance. It was better than the
government spending on the military.
It was better than a Trident submarine,
or munitions for the war.
“I try to find resources, to help,”
I added.
I glanced out the window and
noticed an animal in the yard, near
the window. “Felix there’s a moose
standing there,” I said. Moose were
probably more dangerous than bears
or wolves. It didn’t make me want to
step outside.
“Hirvi,” he said, using the Finnish
word for the animal. “I take care of
him, and he takes care of me.” 	
“He’s tame?” I asked.
“Pulls the trailer,” Felix said.
“My dad has a joker to pull his
9

trailer,” I said referring to the old
car that had been fitted out for field
work. “Hirvi’s pretty big.”
“You’re joking right?” John said.
“We’re just a little concerned, fella,
so we came to check out a report.
Somebody said you were yelling over
at the Co-op.”
Felix turned his head and looked at
John with a frown.
“What was that about?” John asked.
“Wasn’t me,” Felix said finally.
“Somebody said it was you,” John
persisted. “Scaring people.”
Felix looked down for a moment,
and suddenly he grasped the butcher
knife that was on the table and held
it up. I stood up at the same moment
as John. Somebody could get killed,
I thought. I might have to throw my
chair through the window to escape.
“Put that down,” John commanded.
I knew he was a vet and was probably
trained to respond to armed conflict.
By the tone of his voice, I could tell
he wasn’t going to follow our agency
protocol.
“I have to do what they say,” Felix
said.
“They? Are you hearing voices?”
I asked.
His face was red with exertion. The
muscles of his hand worked against
the motion of his biceps, like he was
struggling to hold himself back.
“This is a symptom, Felix. Put the
knife down. We aren’t going to hurt
you.” I made my voice really soft even
though there was a roaring in my ears.
“Yeah,” Felix said, raising his knife
farther.
“Did you hear? Put the knife down,
10

bud,” repeated John.
Somehow I got around him to the
door and went out, but John was not
behind me.
“John,” I said, sharply.
John had grabbed Felix’s arm and
now they were face to face inside the
shack as Felix tried to wrench the knife
from his grasp. They waltzed.
Outside, the moose turned and
walked farther away from the house
and then turned toward me as if to
watch my actions. I’d never heard of
anybody taming a moose. My eyes
went from the house to the moose
and back again. I backed slowly from
the house to the car.
The men were outside, and the
knife was gone. John’s chest pushed
Felix and Felix’s chest pushed John.
Their eyes were flashing with dark rage
as they moved. I was already behind
the car door with the window open.
“Get over here John. It’s time to
leave.”
“I’ll get my axe,” Felix spat. “Split
you into kindling.”
“The hell you will,” John said.
“John. I’m starting the car now,”
I said. We ought to have backed into
the driveway so we would be facing
out. Cardinal rule of being a social
worker: back in the driveway and take
the chair by the door. Get out right
away if there’s a weapon. There were
a lot of remedies for a situation like
this, like the police. It would take them
an hour or more to get here.
In the showdown, Felix stepped
back a bit.
“Bastard,” John said. “I’ll take you
down right here and break your

bones.” His shoulders broadened.
They were like two bucks snorting,
or two roosters.
“We’ve got to go John,” I called out
to him, and finally he came running to
the car and climbed in the passenger
seat and I backed the car around,
spinning on gravel, and got on the
road. We were far away enough now
not to get hit by anything he threw at
us. Felix didn’t follow us.
“Fucking schizophrenic,” John said.
“Dangerous old fuck.” “How crazy is
he if he can tame a moose?”
“He’s going to kill somebody one
of these days, the son-of-a-bitch.
With an axe! Do you have any more
cigarettes?”
“You can have them all. I don’t
smoke.” I threw him the pack, and
he lit one and blew smoke out the
side window, looking at the landscape
going by.
“What? You just keep cigarettes to
give them away?”
“Yeah,” I said. “I never go to
somebody’s house without bringing
something.”
John shook his head. “I’d love to
have you on my case.”
Felix might not have gotten riled
up if John had let me do the talking,
but I held my tongue and kept driving,
and eventually we got to the highway
and back into town. The road looped
around the mine dumps that circled
an open pit.
“Hey, sorry that I got you into
that.”
“It’s all right,” I said. “I’m used to
it.”
I had a lot of cases. There had

been the woman who lived by the
iron bridge, who met me at the door
and unleashed a mountain of rage.
Menopausal her daughter said, the
daughter who had decided it was
better not to accompany me. More
like bipolar, non-medicated, manic
phase. I was good at calming people
down. I didn’t get in their face, and I
didn’t yell back. I just kept my voice
low and agreed with them every time
I could, not lying to them, and not
being a source of aggravation. It was
better that way.
“Damn. You don’t know what you’ll
do in some situations,” John said.
“Let me tell you something. My
grandfather was like Felix.” I said.
“Once he was having delirium tremens,
and tore the house apart. He had his
rifle, shooting at my mother and aunts
and uncles when they were young, and
they hid behind the barn. They ran
into the woods and waited until he
calmed down.”
“Another crazy coot.” John shook
his head.
“My point is that they lived to tell
the story.”
We needed a strategy. John was in
favor of going to the police station to
write out a statement and they would
go out to Felix’s place, and I supposed
it wouldn’t go well, and Felix would
end up on the psych ward, or in jail
with nobody to tend his rabbits. It was
hard to imagine how he’d fare with the
rest of the patients, under fluorescent
lights, among television and craft room
supplies and paper cups filled with
Haldol.
“He picked up a knife,” John said.
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“There is that,” I sighed.
When we were done at the police
station and back to the office, I refilled
my unwashed cup of coffee and sat
at the pile of file folders stacked on
my desk. My phone was ringing like it
was always ringing. I pushed aside the
brown bag with my lunch, and let the
voice mail take the message.
I liked being a social worker and
thought I could do some good. It
wasn’t that any of us were any saner
than the general population. A few,
more crazy. After Felix got picked up
by the police and put in the psych
ward, and I had the 72-hour hold on
my desk, I went out to his place with
two big bags of carrots and apples
from the Midland Cooperative.
The door wasn’t locked, so I just
went in and put away the knife, picked
up the fallen chairs and swept and let
the rabbits out. I had to use the water
pump outside, and I knew how to
prime the pump, because I’d done it
before at my grandparents’ place. The
sun was going down behind the spruce
trees. Then Hirvi the moose showed
up. I didn’t want to ruffle him with
any eye contact, so I kept lifting the
handle of the pump, listening to the
sound it made, like geese calling, and
clear cold water filled the tank and
sloshed over my shoes.
Years later, I bumped into John at
another branch office. No longer were
there any more underground mines.
Now it was open pits. There wasn’t the
same war going on, but another war,
which always boosted the economy of
the Iron Range. At his desk, we took
a moment to catch up. Felix lost that
14

place, and he ended up in an SRO,
single room occupancy, a welfare
hotel. He took medication mostly.
One day John knocked on his door,
and he heard a sharp bang, almost like
a gun. The old guy had flung a can
of Campbell’s soup and hit the door
panel. He didn’t always take the meds,
he said, almost laughing.
“Geez those cans are heavy,” I said.
“There’s Felix for ya,” John said,
shaking his head, and me, keeping
a little distance from him, saying, “I
know. I know.”

Blaize Gervais
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Artifact
		

Shara Johnson

After I stop dreaming every night
about my dad or his funeral, I sign
on with the Forest Service to spend a
week participating in an archaeological
survey in the Rocky Mountains near
Georgetown, Colorado, 10,000 feet
above sea level. There, a handful of
other surveyors and I trace paths back
through time.
I can’t believe how many artifacts
I find, evidence of people thousands
of years in the past – people who,
we’ve been taught, walked across the
ocean. Somehow this staggers me,
the translucence of the time between
us. As surveyors, we learn how these
early hunters and foragers made their
tools and how the tools evolved over
time. We learn to identify the geologic
materials out of which they are made
– waxy red and yellow jasper, white
chert, glassy black obsidian. A finished
arrowhead or spear point requires no
training to recognize, but we also learn
how to inspect more ambiguouslyshaped pieces of these materials for
16

signs of use as a scraper tool or cutting
instrument. Mostly we find the small
bits of rock, or “flakes,” that were shed
during the creation of an arrowhead
or too. Primary flakes from the first
round of whittling can be thick and
have a diameter as large as an apple;
secondary flakes are typically smaller
and thinner, akin to shavings if you
liken them to a woodcarver’s process.
The most common kinds of flakes are
ones we know were once utilized as a
rough tool because of its sharp edging;
and finishing flakes might be the size
of my fingernail, hardly larger than a
bread crumb – the last bits removed in
the refining of the implement.
We wander through the forests and
meadows, following in the footsteps
of the ancient craftsmen, picking up
flakes of jasper, chert, and obsidian,
thereby following a trail of ancient
thought as we see where they chose to
make camp and fashion tools relevant
to their lives of hunting and gathering,
of skinning animals and making

clothes and shelter.
One hundred eighteen flakes we
find in one spot, specks of calculation.
I both pity and admire them in their
splendid positions, jostled by centuries
of dust, rain and snow, yet still sticking
stubbornly to their birthing spot,
waiting for the one who conceived
them to return and unite them once
again into a plan, into a purpose,
to reclaim them from this void of
speculation, from this din of shouting
surveyors.
The district ranger, Curt, volunteers
to demonstrate flint knapping. He lays
out a blue tarp beneath the arms of a
pine tree and sits in the middle of it
so that the modern flakes won’t mix
with the ancient flakes reposed below
our feet. The rest of us kneel around
the tarp’s edges. In the gentle light
of a just-set sun, he shows us a round
rock about the size of a grapefruit,
completely nondescript to my eyes,
its rind a dull, uniform brown. He
takes another rock – small, round and
smooth – and holds it above the larger
one. I’m astonished.
I have imagined all my life that the
making of a sharp arrowhead requires
the use of a very sharp tool to hew its
shape from the solid rock, some kind
of lithic hammer and chisel system.
But here he is, this man, part Ute,
taught by his elders, poised with a
harmless round stone. I’m afraid of
blinking, of losing this image.
He but taps the two rocks together,
it seems, and the larger one falls
obediently into two halves. He’s a
magician. He strikes again. Though
I can see that he is focusing force

into his blows, it still seems like it’s
effortless, as simple as peeling an
orange.
The flakes come flying in all
directions around him as he whittles
down the stone. Now we can see
exactly how all the stuff we’re finding
came to exist. The woman kneeling
next to me throws a handful of
questions at Curt. How this? Why
that? He responds, he explains, he
is patient and proud. After the blur
of words, when there is only the
percussion of stones, Curt disappears.
He is invisible to me. There is no
person sitting there, only a process,
a conception. This tradition. It’s the
carrier of time.
“Time’s arrow,” I hear people say
in allusion, in metaphor. I picture us,
just brief, downy feathers fluttering
along its shaft, and we fall out by the
millions. This stone arrowhead being
formed before my eyes falls with us,
but its emergence, the knowledge
of how to create it, that’s the tip of
measurable time, and the air it parts
never closes back together, like a
lightning bolt with no thunder.
And here I am, miraculously,
looking back down that vacuous alley.
And here where I stand, if those at
the other far end knew to look in my
direction, this is where they could see.
Right here to this pile of flakes at a
flint knapper’s feet – rubber-coated
feet they wouldn’t understand, at the
bottom of a Forest Service uniform
they wouldn’t understand. But those
details of material are the flotsam
of history, of academic study and
penchants for trivia. When that
17
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grapefruit-sized rock splits into two,
it begets some kind of unity. Curt
and I and the ancients are all sitting
at the same coordinates: this slight
depression in the mountains where
people seem prone to rolling in with
jasper in their hands.
I wonder how hollow we really
are, if somewhere in the yards of our
intestines there is a gaping hole, and
all the bulk of our flesh is there just
to support our presence as charms on
an array of ever-lengthening strings. I
wonder where my dad and I will meet
again in both thought and location,
where my dad and his grandson, still
a small child, or he and his great-greatgreat-grandson will meet. Perhaps
it will be in tying a black grub on a
fishing line at Bear Lakes, where my
dad taught me to fish, where my
brother will likely teach his son to
fish, who might then carry on fishing
and teaching, inadvertently pulling
sentience from the past with each son
and granddaughter he brings to the lake
to eye the trout. For perhaps we each
by our learned actions, pull a string
from the one before us, and the sweat
from our teacher’s presence on these
threads passes into our bloodstream
and is momentarily revived.
Upon the blue tarp, in a matter
of maybe twenty minutes or so, the
ball of stone is reduced to a semblance
of a projectile point. Curt switches
to a blunt deer antler to continue the
process until it is just the right shape.
Then he uses a halved antler tip to
make the sharp serration along the
edges and to chip out the notches
at the base of the projectile, where
20

animal sinews would wrap around and
hold it tight to the shaft.
He holds up the finished arrowhead.
Angular debris, secondary flakes,
finishing flakes, all the things we’ve
learned to identify lay scattered on the
tarp. He quickly works down one of
the larger chunks of primary material
in the fading light, serrating it into what
we could catalogue as a bifacial cutting
tool, though it really looks like a large,
blunt projectile. Its forced topography
is beautiful – ridges, valleys and ripples
of glassy brown jasper.
“It’s a gift,” he lays it in my palm.
I’m a little surprised that I can grasp
it in my hand, that I even have a
hand. Everything’s a little confusing,
in a temporal haze, and my dad’s not
here to explain things to me. I realize
this will be one of the most difficult
challenges of life without my dad – like
crossing the sea without a navigator,
not knowing how to make charts, or
consult stars and sextants. Before, I
had simply asked my dad anything I
did not understand, and sailed in the
steady breeze of his inexhaustible
knowledge.
The last night of the survey, I sit
alone at my campsite. Tucked into the
needles of the ponderosa pine trees,
the birds of evening call into the air
in plumage unseen. Calling to God or
ghosts or to the creamy peach clouds.
The sound of the river is behind me,
the sound that laid my dad to rest as
he passed to the Other Side next to
the Alatna River, and I wish I could
throw my words into the water and
they would reach him. I’d tell him
about the fluorescent flags I planted

in the ground beside each artifact, and
how to differentiate between those
and plain old rocks. He had a great
interest in Native American cultures,
and in retrospect, given his interest,
it’s hard to believe he didn’t already
know how to identify the residue of
their presence within the landscape,
when he knew so much else about the
world. Maybe he purposefully left this
one open for me, to be the lone thing
that I could teach him.
There were two flakes right outside
my tent, I’d tell him. Bending the
air, bending time around them, so
that when I reach down, my fingers
disappear into fine stalks of wheat
grass and mountain sage. I see the two
secondary flakes of red jasper outside
my tent while putting on my boots. I
step over to them and press the balls
of my feet into the gravel that will
lose my shape by next week. I wince a
little at the insolence – two flakes lying
there because time means nothing to
them, because they’re immune and
indifferent to my mortality. Lying as if
I were only a bird, small and feathered,
small and brown, ever so small.
*
The next year, almost exactly a year
after the last time I saw my dad, when
I held his cold, white hands in mine,
I participate in another survey near
Fairplay, Colorado. Again we lay our
lives in parallel with lives of long ago,
stepping where the ancients stepped,
interacting with the same pieces of
stone.
We walk through the forest spaced

about 10 feet apart from each other
in a horizontal line. When somebody
spies a piece of the worked material
we’ve been trained to recognize, they
yell out, “Flake!” Then everyone stops,
fans out from that person, and combs
the ground with their eyes. Sometimes
it’s an isolated flake, sometimes it’s the
perimeter of a larger camp where a
band of Native Americans may have
stayed for weeks at a time thousands
of years ago. Eventually we must get
down on our hands and knees to
scrutinize the land for the smallest
artifacts, the finishing flakes. Any
artifact we find, we stick a small flag
in the ground beside it. Next we will
map the flags and then catalogue each
item, pulling out the flag once it’s been
mapped and catalogued.
This year we find sites with well
over 300 artifacts. We erect a virtual
sea of fluorescent flags. Most of the
items are just the residue of the flint
knapping process. But they excite me
just the same.
One afternoon I kneel in the rain.
The ground has heaved itself up into
long wrinkles, perhaps to let us know
it’s old, to let us know that it knows
it’s old. The dirt is dark with moisture.
Many of the flakes I find are mostly
submerged into the dirt, as if they had
been shot forcefully into the ground.
Because such small fractions of them
are above ground, I pull them out as
I flag them – somewhat to see what
they are, although we will look at them
all closely when we tally and catalogue
them. Mostly I pull them out just to
lay them on the ground and make
them obvious beside the flag. A small
21

square-ish piece of yellow jasper is
sticking out of one of the wrinkles,
and I bend to draw it from the dirt.
Had I suspected I would find
something like this, I would have
pulled it out ever so slowly, relishing
in a building excitement as its shape
and its edges and its length became
revealed. Instead it is really more like
a yank; I pluck it out in one quick
motion. And there it is.
A Paleolithic projectile point,
right there between my forefinger
and thumb, nearly perfect. I hold my
breath. None of the pithy statements
I’d practiced last year, as I imagined a
moment such as this, come to mind.
Rather, I yell, “Hey guys! Come here!
Come here! Come here!”
The others turn to look at me,
asking, “What?”
“Look! Look! Look!” is all I can
say. Everything’s coming out in sets
of three.
Then a blur of exclamations and
congratulations and flashing cameras.
I’m delirious. I’m light. I’m so light
that if I only knew where my dad was,
I could float right over to him and
show him.
All the artifacts I find on these
archaeological surveys are the epicenter
of some temporal shock wave. As
if the striking of stone against stone
some thousands of years ago, formed
a bulb of percussion not only on the
geologic material of Earth, but also
on the spongy material of time, and
the impact has been traveling steadily
through some destinal medium until
finally it hits me, standing haplessly
in its path. It hits me in the back, so
22

that I kneel and bend over and put my
hands on the ground. And I pull out
the spear point.
We play a trick on Al, the head
archaeologist. We find his crew just
pulling up flags from a site they’ve
mapped. I lay the point down when
he’s not looking and then pick it up, as
if his crew has overlooked it. George
says, “Hey Al, take a look at this.” The
whole trick is George’s idea. Al says,
“Did you find something?” He looks
at me skeptically when I say, “I’m not
really sure. Take a look, tell me what
you think.” The trick is particularly
funny to me, because Al has repeatedly
chastised me for marking flakes as notutilized, when he thinks that they were.
It’s the best find of the whole week.
That evening after the rain stops I
walk into the forest. I walk until all
the people in the campground behind
me cease to exist, until everything
crumbles away except me and the
mountain forest, so that on this whole
spinning planet there’s nothing else.
And then I call out to my dad, with
the name I have always called him by.
This is what I do now when I’m alone
in the wilderness.
“Jerry?” I prod the silence. “Are
you there?”
I wait. I hold my breath in case he
answers very quietly.
“Jerry? Did you see the point I
found today? It’s 7,000 years old! Did
you see it? Did you see me finding it?”
Again I wait. I look all around me
in case he answers with a gesture.
Sometimes I think I’m not speaking
loud enough, that he just can’t hear
me, and that’s why he doesn’t answer.

Morris, his brother, shouted during
the ceremony we had in the mountains
where we laid down the ashes. He
yelled across the forest, the lakes, the
mountains. “O hear us, Jerry.” He
cried out for all of us left here on
earth, on our behalf, for my dad had
been the compass for everyone who
knew him – literally in the wilderness,
morally in society. “Reserve a place
for each of us to join you, and lead us
on in the life to come.”
I can’t make myself shout out like
that. I don’t know why. Perhaps I’m
not earnest enough in my search for
him, for I can’t risk failure. I know
I’m calling from the right spot; there’s
nowhere else my dad would be but in
the wilderness. So if I yell to him and
he still doesn’t respond, I’ll have no
recourse; I’ll have nothing with which
to explain his silence.
I come reluctantly back to camp to
sift through the day’s events with my
fellow surveyors. The walls of the
night around us are thick and mossy.
I’ve felt this moss before many times
with my dad. When together, we ran
our hands across the fitted stones of a
lost empire along the Inca Trail, when
together we smiled at the yellow orchid
that had squeezed its root into a seam,
at its yellow dress and bonnet, a little
angel on a stem. When later in that
trip, we clapped our hands into each
other’s, and he told me he couldn’t
dance. I picked out the beat from the
mesh of flute and drum in the lanternlit dust and spoke it out loud for us
to dance to – “1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3, 4 …”
The red dirt of the Anasazi structures
in Utah, the rock tablets of Dream-

time figures in Australia, the stacked
millennia of blue ice in Patagonia –
Jerry and I gathered moss together
and slept with it in our fists.
I wonder all week on the survey if
I will find something that is already
mine. “Oh yes,” I’ll say, and pocket
it, this something I lost 4,000 years
ago, when maybe we were parallel. I
feel a nearly irresistible urge to drop
something small into the dirt as I walk
away from a site – the silver trinket off
my keychain, or the little malachite
cat who has lost his ears that I carry
whenever I’m away from my husband.
A reminder, under the premise that
existence is a correlate of observation,
to the people to whom I am beholden
for my continued existence, for my
participation in history, just in case
there are no curves in time. But
I’m lumbering through the woods
hoping the spirits and I are echoes
of one another, hoping for a brilliant
arc, hoping for ridiculous things like
finding my dad’s initials in the next
lithic artifact I pick up.
Everyone congratulates me again
on my find before they head off to
bed in the moonlight. The full moon
is so bright, it hurts to look at it. At
midnight, as I walk alone back to my
own tent, the trees are silver. They’re
made of tinsel. One pine needle falls
on me, pierces me with its moonlit
blade. From this slight wound,
everything that makes sense bleeds
out, and I reel and stumble through
the trees, bereft of the strength I
had when I speared the ground with
fluorescent flags.
Here, I feel so close to the remote
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past. I call out to someone else’s
ancestors, to people who came here
by foot from far, far away. And they
answer, they cough up a projectile
point so we can touch each other. In
a quiet moment while I still held the
point in my palm, I felt a breath at
the nape of my neck, unmistakable in
its warmth and humidity: a hunter’s
measured breath. Yet, I call out to my
own ancestor, my own dad, one of
my own limbs that’s been amputated,
and I get nothing but my own tears
… Jerry, is that you?
I never wipe these tears away, for
they’re the most compelling evidence
that my dad once inhabited wide
regions of my heart. I let them dry
on my face – let the water evaporate,
leaving behind little crystalline artifacts.
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Shelter
				Hannah Abrams

Standing on a breakwater, mid-October,
I am remembering our first meeting
at a restaurant where we would remain
unknown, how you talked about romance
as if love were a stroll through various rooms
that one could leave and return to at will.
My room now is salt spray, gray ceiling.
A long hallway of this wind, these waves.
Pale unlit moon, cloud chord. By the time
I ask you for shelter, I no longer care
if it’s going to break. Your stout hands
were rough in my hair. Remember in future
that craving brutality is a question of how
much absence the body can bear. Late last night,
a woman appeared in my room of ocean and stone
and found a thunderstorm closing in. Does he love
me. She asked so many things. Your name was
the falling rain and I stood mute, lightning down
the wet line of my spine.
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North Beach
		

PW Covington

I sprang from the back of the car
in front of the North Beach Hotel on
Kearny, my legs uneasy.
I’d made it halfway across the
country on five cocktails and two
commercial airliners, landing at SFO
about an hour after the early November
sun had run off the western edge of
the continent. The regal, worn, Asian
woman at the counter had me sign
what I needed to sign…”No smoking
in the room”, “No guests after 10”,
yeah, yeah. She made a copy of my
ID, the Texas driver’s license with the
very dated and very menacing, shaved
head, Fu Manchu ‘stache, just-outof-prison-long-enough-to-grow-thedamned-thing, picture. I got the code
to the Wi-Fi and took the elevator to
my room, 116...on the third floor.
The hallways were dark….old, but
clean, carpet in forest green checks,
and dark, varnished wood. The place
was a shit hole, but it had never
gone to shit; not through dereliction
or neglect. I just knew that a lot of
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effort was being put into keeping this
shit hole the kind of shit hole that it
was; glorious North Beach shit hole.
Perfect shit hole. Non gentrified,
proletariat, shit hole. Bodhisattva shit
hole, hallowed be thy name.
I unpacked my single case in a
flurry…enticing smells wafted up to
and through the opened, unscreened,
window in my room. A mix of Chinese
noodles, Korean BBQ, something
sweet like doughy jelly…man, I was
fucking starving. I’d eaten at Gatti’s
Pizza before leaving Austin and had
hoped that would see me through
till morning, but the drinks and the
sudden energy of the vibe of the
people of the street of The City got
to me.
I needed to eat something. There
was a hunger that wouldn’t be denied.
Maybe there was a diner around.
Back down the elevator, out the
front door, past the regal, worn,
mistress of all things that needed
signing, I turned to the right.

The Chinese places, both of
them, that I had taken note of whilst
spinning out of the car earlier were
closing up, so I keep walking until I
came to a corner.
I never go into a place when they
are closing, respect everyone enough
to give them a chance to go home a
minute or two early. Back to families,
lovers, loyal dogs and hungry house
cats. The signs here were mostly
bilingual, written in Chinese and
English, some only in Chinese, but
a noodle shop is a noodle shop no
matter how it’s advertised, right? And
every fucking one of them was closing
up for the night.
The street climbed, uphill, and
pulled me along, past neon red kissed
awnings, Jackson Street daring me
into Chinatown proper, but no…not
tonight, not right now.
Food.
The smells of restaurants, all five
minutes from closing, kept luring
me, fueling my feet, my mind left out
of it, mostly. This was pure Id. An
alley opened up and loomed on my
right, just past a place called Bund
Shanghai… red paper lanterns hanging
from a third or fourth story balcony.
These two seconds, I knew I’d
remember forever in the heart of my
mind’s eye.
Yes. Yes. Loving it.
But, no to Chinatown. Hungrier
now, and walking faster…there has
to be something still open. Another
right on Beckett, narrow, holy Beckett
Street, with its murals and clothes
hung out to dry on balconies. Neon
buzz drifting on the cool, moist, air.

And, that’s where I headed…following
the red and yellow glow up Pacific to
Columbus. The pit of my stomach
was growling.
A smoke shop, glass pipes and
bongs in the window. I walk into the
deep space. Glass counter tops and
two men in the very back. I need some
screens.
I brought my pipe along in my
checked bag, and just enough stash
not to be detected. But, the screen’s
been needing changing for a while,
clogged with the resin of a hundred
sleep-starved Texas nights.
The dark-eyed olive men look like
brothers, thin, stubbled beard faced,
and eager. All I need is some screens.
How many you want, the tallest
brother asks.
How much do you charge? (back
in Texas, the shops sell them 10 for
a dollar).
I can sell you a whole bunch for
like 5 dollars, the guy says.
I don’t need a whole bunch; I’d just
lose them. Just a few will do.
The shorter, darker brother laughs.
Yes, I know what you mean.
Tell you what, how many will this
get me? I fish out 2 one dollar bills
from my pocket and lay them on the
counter.
The clerk puts 10 dime sized screens
into one of those tiny plastic bags that
you only see in the drug culture, this
one has tiny pink mushrooms printed
on it.
I thank them both and leave the
head-shop grotto, back out onto
Columbus, right past Vesuvio. The
ghost of angry, bitter, fat, drunk,
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glorious, Kerouac taunts. We have
drank together here before, but won’t
tonight.
I walk past tourist couples from the
Mid-west taking photos in the alley.
Digital cameras and cell phones. No
more negative images; everything
is perfect, everything is instant,
everything existing as a mirror image
and shared. Proof we are here, proof
we were there, but no proof of life.
Close though, and some days, some
trips, close is good enough.
It’s close enough for the workers
at City Lights; glowing, cathedral,
fluorescent, bookstore. They are
sweeping the floor and tending the
shelves behind locked doors.
This is the heart so many times
broken.
The hunger in my stomach, like the
hunger of that sidewalk…Tosca taunts
from across the street.
A busker with a massive white dog
beside him on the sidewalk, probably
the real thing, probably a rail rider, a
hitch hiker, a pilgrim…he’s tuning his
guitar, but never actually playing it.
Looks sober, too sober for this night
and I nod to him as I walk by. The nod
says, I’ve been there before, maybe
I still am, never give up on yourself,
brother, you can fuck life in the ass
all night long and still respect it in the
morning. Live, pilgrim, live…but I
know that he knows all this.
There, right there, right after
Ferlinghetti’s best idea, at the right
place and the right time, I find it; a
little pizza shop, serving by the slice.
I only need one. Pepperoni.
Nothing tastes like hot, street pizza.
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Texans never get this right.
The cat at the counter, ethnic, gives
me a slice on a thin paper plate and it
is so hot it burns my hand as I hold it.
I leave the shop and lean up
against the wall outside, the corner
of Broadway and Columbus, looking
up the street at the gaudy, tantalizing,
moving neon promising topless
dancers and cocktails. The Condor,
Roaring 20’s, Big Al’s, and the Beat
Museum.
It’s enough for me to just stand
here, the pepperoni of the universe
folded in my hands, orange-red grease
staining the white paper plate. I stuff
it into my mouth like a man who has
a bus to catch and an alibi to conjure.
The older man, black with his roadworn cotton beard, standing next to
me, wants me to buy his newspaper,
and I just can’t. He understands, and
we talk. We talk about cheap food in
Chinatown and strippers and whores.
He claims he can get me a girl, but
I know what he really wants is a 5
dollar bill. I change the subject to
the weather, at least it’s not raining,
as 10pm tourists flow by, all between
bites of the best pizza, the sought after
and found pizza, the Beat pizza right
next City Lights, the neon born and
west coast pizza, street style Italian.
About a million times better than
Mr. Gatti’s Austin, it’s not just my
stomach I am feeding.
Spanish, Chinese, German, the
word-sounds from passersby tell me
that this is international pizza, that
mine is international hunger, that the
man beside me is internationally Beat.
From this street corner, Muni busses

and fire trucks turning; to the farthest,
darkest, star; galactic hunger, it’s all
that anything’s ever been, right here.
Not much more to it, really, just
that Galactic Beatness.
It still exists…even here, where it
is packaged and sold; so, I finish the
crust and fold the plate in half, then in
half again, then in half again. Grease
stained wedge.
I turn away from the cotton bearded
man, who seems to be heading across
Broadway somewhere. Back by the
beautiful busker and his wonderful
white dog, tossing the oily plate wedge
into a street-side trash can.
Like the hotel, this street is seedy,
worn, but clean, respected, maintained.
Beat is being down, but not out…
never out…never out of the game,
never out of chances, never out of
hope, never out of style.
Back past the glass windows of City
Lights…books on display like holy
Mexican santos statues. The sacred
only works when it’s approachable.
How many have sat upstairs with
the poetry, not as shoppers, or even
readers….but just to sit and listen to
the walls, the shelves, the roof top
laundry drying just outside the open
windows? How many have rushed in,
just to buy a T-shirt or bumper sticker,
a Facebook photo or… ?
Columbus runs at a diagonal,
crossing both north-south and eastwest streets, all the way through North
Beach, and I follow it now, back onto
Kearny, back to the hotel.
There is a sink in my room, but I
haven’t a cup or glass, so I duck into a
boba place and grab a large green tea

with black pearl boba. The young clerk
makes it right in front of me, as I drop
my change and a dollar bill into the tip
container. I grab the tea and a straw
and walk back out onto the street. I’ll
drink it when I get back to the room.
Into the lobby, past the regal woman
who seems to be turning things over
to a pudgy male clerk…The elevator
is full of twenty something Korean
tourists, hip-hop ear buds and hooded
sweatshirts.
3, I say, when one of the young
women asks me, switching to English
for my benefit…the old white guy,
probably down on his luck…probably
lives in this shit hole…be kind to him,
he’s a big guy, but harmless, her dark
eyes say, as she presses the button.
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Three Islands
		

John Freeman

“When the child is to be weaned, the mother blackens her
breast. It would be hard to have the breast look inviting
when the child must not have it. So the child believes that
the breast has changed, but the mother—she is still the same,
her gaze is tender and loving as ever. How fortunate the one
who did not need more terrible means to wean the child!”
-Soren Kierkegaard, Fear and Trembling
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My friend Nick Mansfield sends
me a text saying we should write a
song about Phil Kaufman stealing
Gram Parsons’ body and burning it.
I’ve heard the story from somebody
before. Parsons and Kaufman make
a pact at the funeral for fallen Byrds
guitarist Clarence White. If one of
them dies, the other will take the body
and burn it at Cap Rock in Joshua Tree
National Park. They have assessed
their friend Clarence’s Catholic
funeral and decided it is nothing like
what he would have wanted. A few
weeks later, Gram Parsons dies of an
overdose, and Phil Kaufman decides
it is his responsibility to uphold the
pact. Kaufman plies himself with
Jack Daniels and an assortment of
dope, borrows a hearse, and somehow
manages to convince security at LA
International Airport to release the
body to him. He drags the corpse
to the base of Cap Rock, the park’s
most prominent natural monument,
and dumps five gallons of gasoline on
it before tossing a match and running
back to the hearse, police headlights
behind him in the desert distance.
Nick is an expert in the machinations
of death. Serving as a fireman on Zug
Island in Southwest Detroit will do
this to you—metal filigreed in skin,
charred bones in chemical fires in
industrial warehouses, exploding gas
tank concussions on the Rouge Bridge
over I-75. For Nick, a dead body is a
fact, not necessarily a pleasant one, but
nothing to get squeamish about either.
Having choices on how to dispose of
a friend’s body is a relatively privileged
situation compared to what he’s seen.

I text Mansfield back to tell him
I’m down. He and I have been playing
music in Detroit and writing songs
together for a few years now. He came
to hear me play at the Gaelic League,
an Irish pub in Detroit’s historic
Corktown neighborhood, one night
and introduced himself after my
band, The Codgers, finished a set.
We immediately hit it off, discussing
songwriters we both admired over
pints of Guinness and shots of
Jameson: Townes Van Zandt, Guy
Clark, John Prine and Gram Parsons,
among others. He told me he had an
idea for a song about ironworkers on
Zug. He said the work he did could be
treacherous, but those “cowboys of
the sky are the real badasses.”
We both had Fridays off at the
time, so I suggested we get together
the following Thursday at my place
in Dearborn to work on the song
and drink beers in the garage. When
he came over he played me a song
whose working title was “Boys of the
Local 25,” the Detroit branch of the
International Association of Structural,
Ornamental, and Reinforcing Iron
Workers. He had a couple lines about
the way the sky looks on Zug when the
storms roll in and how after a 16 hour
shift your greens (the Carhart coveralls
favored by iron workers) turn to blue
(a figurative blue, I assumed, though
with the chemicals on Zug I couldn’t
be sure). I added some lines about the
Detroit River and bars in the Delray
neighborhood of Southwest Detroit
(I liked the way “Blackhorse Cantina”
sounded and had drank and shot pool
there before), and after Nick added
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a droning harmonica part and high
harmonies to the mid-range vocals
I sang, we had a song we ended up
playing a half-dozen times that night.
After getting Nick’s text, I begin to
research the incident. By “research”
I mean reading short articles on
the internet and watching an illegal
version of the BBC’s Gram Parsons:
Fallen Angel documentary on YouTube.
The story is absurd, and Phil Kaufman
appears all-too eager to tell and retell
it. Kaufman is a burly guy; he wears a
doo-rag and looks like one of those
middle-age suburban bikers who might
slow-roll down to the ice cream parlor
with a set of like-minded weekend
warriors and rev up his Harley to let
everybody hear the chrome pipes spit
and cough. He has rock credentials
though because of the pact and the
resultant shoddy cremation of his
friend. Kaufman claims that when
Parsons first approached him about
being his road manager in 1969, he
didn’t know what a road manager was,
but happily agreed.
I won’t say that ethos is everything
when it comes to music, but it sure
accounts for a lot, and legend lends
itself to ethos. I will not discount
Gram Parsons’ talent. “A Song for
You,” “Grievous Angel,” and “In My
Hour of Darkness” are inarguably
harbingers of the whole alt-country
subgenre of music; the work he did
with Emmylou Harris (Hell, simply
discovering the voice of someone like
Emmylou and putting it before people
would cement one’s musical legacy,
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at least in my mind) is a good 20+
years ahead of its time, but the stolen
body and the ball of fire in the desert
certainly didn’t hurt his posterity. Nick
and I have no illusions of being great
or of being remembered for our music
outside a small circle of family and
friends.
After watching the movie, I get to
writing. That night Nick comes over
to drink beer and work on the new
tune in the garage. The guitar part I
come up with is derivative. A country
progression in E major with a little
blues lick tossed in occasionally. We
do the story straight up and solemn,
though watching Phil Kaufman on
screen it probably deserves a more
ironic treatment. You can just see how
the guy parlayed this legend into its
own cottage industry of memoirs,
film appearances and countless free
dinners and drinks from publishers
and rock journalists alike. The story
has that smooth delivery that comes
with practice; it’s too smooth and
archetypal to be entirely, literally, true.
Kaufman tells it like he knows how
buffoonish he has become in telling it.
This is not Kaufman’s fault; the culture
gorges on stories of this sort, celebrity
deaths, tragic artists, youths forever
misremembered.
But if we can go back and unwind
all this mythos, what Phil Kaufman
did was an act of friendship. When
Gram Parsons looked around Clarence
White’s Catholic funeral, he must have
understood the likelihood that his own
was not far off. Anyone who lives this
way must at points make this sort of
sober assessment, and I’d like to argue

that living this way, abusing the
organism that gives the spirit its
presence, constitutes its own sobriety,
an honest way of looking: at finitude,
or oblivion. I joke with Nick as I take
a pull from the CC that he damn well
better burn all of me. I don’t want my
wife to have the awkward problem of
dealing with a charred, disfigured 35
pounds that nobody wants to see. Nick
takes the bottle and laughs, “You ain’t
no Gram Parsons, Freeman,” which is
indisputable.
We run the song again. I sing, “At
Clarence White’s funeral, me and the
grievance angel made a pact. He said,
‘The spirit seeks the body, but the body
gets too dead to take it back.’”
Earlier that day, when I told Sarah
that Nick was coming by later to work
on a song, she joked, “So, in other
words, you guys are getting wasted on
cheap whiskey.”
I laughed. “No, really, I’m not
planning on getting crazy, just sipping
on a couple beers and working on a
song.”
I wasn’t being disingenuous when
I said this. It really was my intention
to take it easy and go over the song
I’d written, but when we get situated
with the guitar and harmonicas and
our beers, that bottle of CC is just
sitting there with its gold and black
label. Chilled, it tastes good, and it
tastes especially good if you chase
it with a Budweiser. I’m sure there
are a whole range of people—
amateur brewers, folks who attend
the openings of each new gastro pub
with anticipation and glee, who feed

their families non-GMO, grass-fed
food—who would disagree, but they
are purer than Mansfield and me. They
are part of that cult of wellness: the
prudent consumers, the ones who
do not realize that all sustenance is
four-tenths poison; they are busy
staving off mortality. “Petit bourgeois
motherfuckers,” as Mansfield would
have it.
For someone in his late-20s, Nick is
fairly fatalistic. He has told me several
times that you don’t sign up to be a
fireman on Zug Island if you plan on
getting old. Zug is home to steel mills
and coke refineries as well as acres
of industrial dumping grounds. It is
not a natural island but the result of a
channel being carved out for freighters
delivering taconite, iron ore, and coal
to the mills of Southwest Detroit
and Dearborn. It was originally a
peninsula of swampland located where
the mouth of the Rouge River pours
into the larger and swifter Detroit
River which in its turn deposits into
Lake Erie. And people who live near
the island and work upon the island
manifest with an alarming number
of serious illnesses. According to a
2010 article in the Detroit Free Press,
“The neighborhoods around the area
comprise six of the ten most polluted
zip codes in Michigan.” Air samples
have revealed dangerous levels of
lead and methyl ethyl ketone. The
guys Nick works with, ironworkers
and firemen who have put in 20 or 30
years, are diagnosed with pancreatic
cancer regularly. Most kids in the
adjacent Delray neighborhood suffer
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from asthma and other pulmonary
disorders caused by the poor air
quality. I’ve talked to Nick a time or
two about transferring to a different
department, or at least a firehouse in a
different Detroit neighborhood. “Nah,
man, I signed up to fight fires and go
where people need my help. I don’t
wanna sit around watching porn and
playing cards in some cushy suburban
house.”
Sam Zug, the island’s namesake,
was a millionaire 19th century
furniture manufacturer. He saw that
little peninsula of land and envisioned
a quaint, remote community for his
and other wealthy families, but the
dampness and seasonal flooding
did not agree with the Zugs, so they
abandoned their home in 1886.
In 1888 the Rouge Improvement
Company dug the channel between the
peninsula and the mainland, creating
the island. A couple decades later,
Henry Ford had the channel dredged
to accommodate freighters delivering
materials to his Rouge Plant. History
has it that when the famed Edmund
Fitzgerald sank, it was filled with
taconite bound for a steel mill on Zug.
The island, because it is remote and
constantly shrouded in a mysterious
aura of sallow smog, is the subject of
many urban legends and myths, but
Nick has seen no mutant creatures
and can say with certainty that there
is no experimental psychiatric hospital
there. “Lotta rats,” he says, “and some
falcons.”
“Falcons?” I ask incredulously, but
it’s true. Peregrine falcons and other
raptors love to perch on the giant
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gantry cranes at the ore docks to hunt
small birds and the occasional rat.
In 2011 I read an article on the CBC
Canada’s website about a mysterious
hum disturbing the residents of
Windsor, Ontario. According to
the article, “Testing by Natural
Resources Canada pinpointed a onesquare kilometre area of Zug Island
in River Rouge, MI” as the source. I
post the article to Facebook and tag
Nick Mansfield and my friend Jamaal
May, a Detroit poet working on a
manuscript entitled Hum. Jamaal ends
up writing a sestina called, “The Hum
of Zug Island”: In Windsor they blame
it on machines / across the Detroit River.
Residents can’t ignore / the low frequency
hum taking the shape of a sea- / serpent
on oscilloscopes. Beyond gray snow, / plastic
bags, and crushed hypodermic needles, / Zug
Island is humming—waiting / the way the
organs in me are waiting. / My body is a
building full of machines… The chorus
of Nick’s song goes, Life is a wrench
and our bodies are rivers of blood, that won’t
come undone.
Sparkly dust that clings to awnings
and the siding of houses and
businesses in Southwest Detroit can
only be removed with toilet bowl
cleanser and bleach; five gallons of
gasoline can burn 115 pounds of a
150 pound man. The body is a river;
the body is a machine. Rivers and men
are hydraulic machines. All machines
break or become obsolete, eventually.
The pallbearers at Gram Parsons’
Louisiana funeral say the casket felt
empty.
We have just finished recording a

rough version of our new song on
Nick’s phone. The bottle of Canadian
Club rests on the garage floor within
easy reach. We take nips from the
bottle and drink beer, listening to
“Kiss the Children”: One more night
like this would put me six feet under…
Unbeknownst to me Nick takes a
picture of the guitar propped next to
the whiskey bottle and tags me in it
with the hashtag, “Canadian whiskey
jam session.” When I wake up the
next morning with bubbling guts and
a pounding head, my wife is grinning
like a Cheshire cat. “Canadian whiskey
jam session?” She laughs.
In the documentary, Gram Parsons:
Fallen Angel, it is clear that Gretchen
Parsons has not exactly forgiven Phil
Kaufman. She asks, “What kind of
moral person would do something
like that?” It is a rhetorical question;
no person who abided by moral laws
would steal and desecrate a corpse. It
isn’t an act of heroism.
It is not an act of heroism but
an act of faith, the brand of faith
Kierkegaard works to define in his
“Eulogy on Abraham” near the
beginning of Fear and Trembling.
Writing under the name Johannes de
Silentio, one of his many pseudonyms,
Kierkegaard distinguishes between an
act of faith and an act of heroism. It
is hard to view Phil Kaufman as the
embodiment of Kierkegaard’s Knight
of Faith, but wouldn’t Abraham appear
to us just as buffoonish if he were our
contemporary; wouldn’t his polygamy
and filicidal voices render him not
only buffoonish but insane? Does it

matter that Phil Kaufman’s resignation
is fueled by copious amounts of
marijuana and Jack Daniel’s? Does it
make it less an act of faith that he tells
and retells the story at seemingly every
opportunity to the point that it has
become part of the Old Testament of
rock n’ roll? In the film, we are shown
shots of the shrine Parsons’ fans have
built at Cap Rock, Phil Kaufman’s own
Mount Moriah.
Nick and I do shows at local bars
from time to time, and in the leadup to our gig at the Cadieux Café
on the east side of Detroit, I post
to Facebook that between sets Nick
Mansfield will be giving a lecture on
being a hero. A friend of ours shows
up and is angry when Nick explains
that it was a joke. “I could have seen
you fuckers near our house. I wouldn’t
have driven to the east side just to
hear you guys pick.” He is genuinely
irritated with me as he leaves the bar.
One afternoon as we are drinking
and working out a song, Nick admits
that he rarely sleeps through the
night. He’ll sleep for an hour or so
at a time and then wake with night
terrors. He is circumspect about the
content of these dreams: “Just stuff
I’ve seen at work, man.” Nick was
inspired to become a fireman by his
maternal grandfather, a lieutenant out
of Dearborn who in forty years likely
never saw what Nick already has in his
eight years on the job. Nick proudly
displays his grandpa’s helmet and
badge on his hearth.
Collaborating on songs with him
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makes me feel like the songs matter.
Being friends with him makes me
realize that jobs like mine, teaching
writing to relatively affluent college
kids, while important, are not worth
getting terribly excited over when
things go wrong. Whatever you
believe, this form culminates in dirt,
or ashes.
Around this time an old friend dies
of a heroin overdose. I knew Brad as a
teenager, and we learned to play guitar
together. We’d listened to Nirvana
and The Doors while smoking pot.
Sometimes we’d write our own songs
too. We got good enough to book gigs
at little coffee shops Downriver and
all our friends would come out to hear
us strum chords and sing atonally. At
some point when we were about 17,
we stopped hanging out. Brad was
already on the course that would lead
him to an early grave.
The night that Brad is found dead,
his brother posts a picture of him
with his guitar to Facebook. The
next day there are torrential rains
throughout Southeastern Michigan.
Peoples’ basements get flooded. Roads
are closed. I get stuck north of the
city after teaching and wind up on
my buddy Ryan Dillaha’s screened-in
front porch sipping beers and passing
the guitar. Ryan’s big shit around here,
pretty widely regarded as the best
songwriter in town, and his band has
done some touring. His bassist, JD
Mack, played for some touring acts
that had record deals with Bloodshot
Records (Whitey Morgan and the 78s,
The Deadstring Brothers), a mid-sized
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label out of Chicago. JD lives next
door to Ryan and always has various
traveling musicians sleeping on his
couches.
Tonight, it’s Fifth on the Floor, a
band from Kentucky that’s touring
with Nashville Pussy. Justin from Fifth
on the Floor sings a couple songs.
Really great Waylon Jennings sort of
voice. Deep, booming, little rasps of
anger around the edges. We pass a
joint and argue about the merits of
Guy Clark. Someone brings up Robin
Williams’ suicide, the news of it having
broken earlier that day. All the while
Brad’s death is in the back of my mind,
how none of these guys know Brad.
How nobody will really remember him
for being anything other than a mess.
How what you love will start to kill
you if you like it too much. How one
more night like this would put me six feet
under right with him.
Around four in the morning I
decide the roads must be clear. This
isn’t entirely true, but I make the
slow drive back to Dearborn through
swamped-out streets praying that my
little Honda Civic won’t stall out. The
puddles in the clear night glint like
polished bowling balls. Eventually
the pump houses will send them into
various tributaries and creeks and the
shitty water will wind up in the Detroit
River where it will brush past Grosse
Ile on its way to Lake Erie. When I get
home I have a message from Brad’s
brother to call their dad. He has to ask
me something. I haven’t spoken to Mr.
Morris in at least 15 years.
The next day I tell Sarah about
Brad’s death. I explain how close we

used to be. I tell her I feel like a fraud
being so sad about it. I hadn’t exactly
been there for the guy in the last
decade or so.
I dread calling Brad’s dad for a
number of reasons, first and foremost
this feeling that I am the impostor, that
I have stolen somebody else’s grief.
Also floating through my mind is the
thought that nothing is sadder than a
parent outliving a child. And finally,
Sarah has predicted that his father will
ask me to bring my guitar and sing a
song at the funeral home.
I step out on the back porch.
I call Jimmy Morris and offer my
condolences and, sure enough, he
wants me to play at the visitation.
“You know, something by Neil Young
or Nirvana. Stuff you and Brad used
to listen to together.” I tell him I’d
be honored to, which is true , but I
don’t admit that in addition to being
honored I am scared shitless: of dying,
of singing before his mourning family.
He tells me that Brad’s been
struggling with drugs for years now
and that one good thing he can take
from this is that when he looks into
the sky, he knows Brad’s up there.
We always had fun with Jimmy when
we were younger. He aspired to be
the cool parent, taking us to see Neil
Young and Pearl Jam concerts, letting
us party on his boat. “This was just an
accident,” he continues. “He had some
anxiety meds the doctor gave him and
he made the mistake of drinking on
them. He was with some girl, and I
didn’t think much of her, so when we
get the autopsy results we’ll see if she

slipped him anything else.”
Yes, the girl, I think to myself, the
girl and her goddamned apple. How
we unwittingly take this poison. I tell
him I’ll be at the visitation around 5:30
and say again how sorry I am.
I haven’t been Downriver in a
couple years. It’s a loose cluster of
suburbs south of the city, occupied
mostly by white working class folks
whose families crawled up the hillbilly
highway to find work in Detroit and
settled south of the city because they
didn’t want their children to go to
school with blacks. Lots of crusty old
union folks who raised their kids on
middle class incomes and sent them
to schools like Garish and Anderson
in Southgate, like Lincoln Park High
School, where they were taught to
stand up when a bell rang and move
on to the next subject, assembly
line style. But the unions have been
busted and post-NAFTA those mindnumbing jobs that our educational
system grooms us for are gone; after
the crash of 2008, emptiness begins
to take root. The car dealerships that
used to line Fort Street are boarded up
and shagged in Ailanthus altissimas,
more commonly known as “ghetto
weeds” or “trees of heaven.” In my
hometown these trees always seem to
find the empty spots, they are trees of
pathos, pallbearer trees.
There is romance to the vacancy
though, just as there is romance in
death. For the philosopher Slavoj Zizek
this driving through and gazing at the
absence of industry in an obsolete
rustbelt town constitutes what Lacan
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identified as the fundamental subjective
position of fantasy: to be reduced to a gaze
observing the world in the condition of the
subject’s non-existence…(from Living in the
End Times). I head toward the funeral
home and wonder how many people
envision their own funerals; I wonder
if Brad Morris ever pictured what his
would be like. I know that I have mine
all planned out in my head, right down
to the songs that will be played, the
poems to be recited and which friends
will perform them.
As I pull up to the funeral home,
I see that the lot is packed. I always
have felt weird showing up to places
with the guitar, even when I have
been asked to bring it. There are some
people I don’t know smoking near the
door, face tats, lip and eyebrow rings,
sallow-green complexions, shakylooking, down-gazing addicts who
seem about as comfortable here as I
feel. I nod at them as I walk in. These
people can likely say they were his
friends with far more certainty than
me; they can at least honestly lay claim
to this grief. I decide to leave the ax
in the car. I’ll only bring it in to play
if his dad insists.
In the lobby, I see Brad’s dad.
Brad’s stepmom is imploring him to
eat. “Jimmy, you’re shaking,” she says.
He spots me and waves me over. I
give him a hug and tell him how sorry
I am. He immediately asks if I have
the guitar. He says he wants me to
play some Neil Young. “It’s what Brad
would have wanted.”
This is always the question. What
do the dead desire? How would they
want to be honored? Phil Kaufman
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was damn sure, sure enough to commit
what most would consider a sordid
brand of larceny, that Gram Parsons
wanted to be burned at Joshua Tree. In
his memoir, The Undertaking, Thomas
Lynch, the funeral director/writer
from Milford, MI, counters that, “The
Dead don’t care. Only the living care.”
He repeats this point like a mantra
or a refrain. Lynch also describes
mourning as a “romance in reverse,”
which sounds right to me as I sign the
book and mentally prepare to haul my
guitar out of the car and play a couple
tunes. Jimmy’s right too: Brad would
have wanted music at his funeral.
Before I go to the car, I step inside
the funeral parlor and look around. I
see the open casket. Brad’s face looks
dead. Recent pictures I’ve seen of him
on Facebook show his face puffed
up with toxins; his death face is more
pointed; it has a bluish tinge when you
look close. The corpse doesn’t even
look like him; I can’t see any evidence
of the spirit unless the evidence of
the spirit is in the fact of the spirit’s
absence; unless the spirit has flown up
to heaven like that white dove flapping
around in scripture. It could fly up
like another vectored noun though.
What bird would Brad want his spirit
likened to? In death my old friend has
a peregrine face.
I spot a few guys I know from back
in the day standing near the slideshow.
I’ll ask Jesse and Eric to join me, maybe
sing a song or two themselves. It’s a
place where there is nothing good to
say or sing. I approach Eric and Jesse
and hug them. We watch ourselves
pop up intermittently on the screen,

ostensibly happy times that I can’t
remember in any real detail. We say
it’s great to see each other but that we
wish it was under better circumstances.
I ask them if they’ll join me to sing.
They reluctantly agree. “I guess he’d
do it for us,” says Eric.
We go to my car in the parking lot
and smoke a couple cigarettes, playing
little samples of songs that might be
appropriate or meaningful. We catch
up a bit as we smoke and nervously
strum. Jesse used to do a lot of drugs
with Brad before he got clean. Now
he works at a treatment facility in Port
Huron, helping fellow addicts with
their problems, the same facility where
he went for treatment himself. He’s
not sure why some of us are able to
stop while others aren’t. I nod.
Because compounding the inherent
sadness in the death of a 34 year old
is the fact that all of us seem to be
in various stages of drug or alcohol
addiction or recovery, and explaining
this preponderance isn’t as simple as
saying that addicts find each other.
It lends a certain hollowness to the
event. It makes me not want to drink,
which is rare.
Inside, I stand before the herd of
mourners. It is quiet. I can hear the
air conditioner hum in the ducts. I
can hear the corpse trying to breathe.
I introduce the three of us to the
baffled-looking group. I play “Jesus
Don’t Want me for a Sunbeam.” Jesse
plays “Wild World” by Cat Stevens.
Eric sings an original, a sort of quiet
dirge that goes, “Did I say that I love
you goodbye, yes I love you goodbye,
yes I love you goodbye.”

As we finish, people are crying,
sniffles, choked sobs. Jimmy walks up
and hugs me. He tells me how much it
means that we did this. I feel heartsick,
but again, I also feel like an imposter. I
wouldn’t want me there if I were them.
When it comes time to close the
casket, Brad’s stepmother drapes
herself over the open lid and sobs into
the corpse’s shirt, pieta-like as she rests
there in tableau.
As long as rock n’ roll exists, Phil
Kaufman’s story will be retold. One
of the disappointing things I learn
in Gram Parsons: Fallen Angel is how
fame-obsessed Parsons was. He met
Elvis as a boy and set his sights upon
being just as famous as the King. He
followed Richards and Jagger around
L.A. like a lapdog. He would get high
and sit in the corner of the sound
booth while The Stones recorded
and his own band was supposed to
be rehearsing in a studio across town.
He even took to dressing like Mick
Jagger. Though 35 pounds of him are
buried in Louisiana, his fans continue
to make the pilgrimage to Cap Rock
30+ years after his death.
The next day, after Brad’s funeral
service, I drive to Grosse Ile. It’s a calm
summer day and the Detroit River
glints metallically in the afternoon
sun. Grosse Ile is an affluent island
township that splits the Trenton
Channel making the current there
incredibly swift as the river pours into
Lake Erie. Brad and I used to drive
around here smoking marijuana and
listening to music, jumping off the
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macadam county bridges into the
canal that runs through the heart of
the island.
At the service the Lutheran minister
described Brad showing up regularly
to his church and sitting in one of
the pews, praying. Apparently the
family had asked him to counsel
Brad about his addiction and Brad
felt comfortable going there between
masses. Everyone I talk to at the
luncheon after the service comments
on how Brad was just too far gone
by the end. His stepmother tells me I
wouldn’t have known him.
Nick and I have a gig at a bar
downtown later that night. It will be
the first time we play the song we have
written about Phil Kaufman and Gram
Parsons’ pact, but I’m not excited
about it anymore. If I’m honest with
myself, it seems like a stupid thing to
write a song about. I didn’t drink after
the visitation last night. I don’t want
to drink at the gig tonight, but I know
I will.
I park my car along the shoulder
of East River Drive and gaze across
at Canada. I can see the Boblo Island
Pointe sticking up above Lake Erie. I
used to ride to the top of it when I was
a kid and look in this general direction,
trying to figure out where I lived
amidst the foliage and square blocks
of houses. The island amusement
park is closed now. Boblo itself is part
ghost town, part resort community,
gaudy mansions, private ferries from
Amherstburg.
I look the other way, upriver. You
can’t see Zug from here. It strikes me
that Grosse Ile and Boblo are the kind
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of places Samuel Zug had in mind
when he bought all that swamp. These
islands, these interchangeable nouns
strung to the mainland with absurd
drawbridges, their bottoms dredged
for the safe passages of ships. I start to
think that whatever authenticity I heard
in Gram Parsons’ voice was just some
studio effect. Parsons died at 26 and
already had accomplished more than
I ever will. When he recorded Grievous
Angel and GP, he used Elvis’ old band;
his idol would outlive him. I start to
think that Gram Parsons was just some
fucking rich kid whose mom droned
on about how much talent he had until
he believed it, that long silence is the
true language of the dead. I realize
that what we’re sequestering ourselves
from with channels and bridges, with
three-minute songs that pretend to
reach toward the eternal, is coming
anyway as I turn the key and drive
back toward the bridge.

Amber Collins Parnell
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No Easy Stars
				Hannah Abrams

I who undressed for you
grace in a picture: legs long
to a bright window. Toes
on the pane. Who unmapped
in black marker all the stars,
their dusty acrobatics.
Where is perfect, Patrick.
But it was I who lived
in the future, who waited
for light to jump windows
across this country.
You are my density. You said,
I woke up reaching for you.
Words can balance
on each other, become
a blade.
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I who summoned your
glittering demands. A little
long-distance love under
the breakfast table. I who
said, Yes. I will do it like so
when I see you. A light
tracing. I know just what you
mean when you say it.
Your voice a quiet storm
in the within of my body,
hunting for a spot to fix
and stay and always. Language
ached between us.
Traveled and burned.
Nicaragua, you answered.
But even countries vanish,
and sound fades, every word
absorbed finally by friction
and matter.
I who knew you only
from stills, who was persuaded
into remote immolation.
I was who was willing
to ignite. To be a book,
a motel room radiator, a roll
of duct tape. It is true
there are things we can know
only from photographs.
You learned my bare arms
hooked over bent knees.
The blur in my lines
where bravery shook.
And did I thread even a single
one of my naked shapes
into the sinew of your scorched
orbits.
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Today, I studied a daguerreotype
of Vega, the first star
to be photographed.
I want to say, Patrick,
there are no easy stars.
No transparent bodies.
Everything has a weight. Patrick,
if there is a music so charming
it can persuade fire,
stop thrown rocks in their arcs,
I heard it sung. It did not protect
my body from kindling.
And still there are days all I want
is to detail the coordinates
of declination, whisper
in black marker how Vega looked
in her earliest printed form.
Sun-drenched days when all that
bursts from my parted lips,
starlike and sex-heavy
is density.
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Good Neighbors
		

Allan Dennis Harris

He was born Amos Muzyad
Yakhoob Kairouz, in Deerfield,
Michigan. It was 1912, the same year
my father was born. People make their
way to southeast Michigan for one
reason or another. Kairouz began
performing on radio in Detroit at
WMBC on The Happy Hour Club in
1932. My father was 20 years old.
Amos Muzyad Yakhoob Kairouz
enjoyed success on air, reaching many
Detroit homes where my father would
listen as Kairouz played the shifty
brother-in-law Amos in The Bickersons
or Jerry Dingle, the postman, on The
Fannie Brice Show.
Father played a Detroit bus driver
while moonlighting as a milkman for
both Twin Pines and Brickley Dairy.
One day the woman that became my
mother played the role of a passenger
on Father’s bus. The two had good
chemistry, leading to spin-offs—
myself included. Father kept his
name and eventually passed it along
to my mother, my two sisters and three
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brothers. On the other hand, Amos
Muzyad Yakhoob Kairouz changed
his name several times in hopes that
his extended family would not know
that he maintained employment in the
highly suspect entertainment industry.
Kairouz settled on the names of his
brothers so that radio and television
audiences would know him as Danny
Thomas.
Father stayed on in Detroit,
parlaying his driving career into a
fulltime job with benefits for his
family while driving a school bus for
United Hebrew Schools at Schaefer
and Seven Mile. Out of loyalty—all
of our milk was purchased at Twin
Pines dairy stores. But his working
hours increased, and Father found
that he had less time to listen to radio.
Fortunately for Danny Thomas, Father
had moved on to the small screen. He
made time for only three television
shows: The Honeymooners, The Ed
Sullivan Show, and Make Room for
Daddy. I would sit at his side as Father

enjoyed his brief opportunities to take
a break from the seriousness of the
world, filling the living room with his
laughter and the scent of Aqua Velva.
Both my father and Kairouz had
dreams inspired by a blue collar city
in the heart of nation known for
its hearty and sometimes upwardly
mobile working class. Father’s dream
was to see that his children grew up,
unscathed, unjaded, and tolerant in an
ever-changing world. Kairouz’s dream
was to fund a hospital dedicated to St
Jude Thaddeus, the patron saint of
hopeless causes.
It was 1962 when Kairouz began
to build St. Jude Children’s Research
Hospital. That same year I stood
next to Father, seven years old, as he
opened the front door of our home
when Mr. Siriko, dressed in his best red
bowling shirt, came knocking. Father
listened to his colorful friend explain
the importance of coming together
as good neighbors. My father could
sense that there was unfolding at our
front door an important, teachable
moment. I know this simply by the way
he held my hand and gave it a gentle
squeeze—pay attention.
Mr. Sirico was collecting signatures.
Our neighbor had with him a letter,
a promise, a manifesto encouraging
all of his good white neighbors to
state in writing that they will never
sell their home to a Negro. “We’re all
gonna sign this, Bob—there’s strength
in numbers.” My father’s first name
was Robert, but he went by his middle
name Douglas, or simply Doug. Only
people who didn’t know him all that
well often referred to him as Bob.

But I was only seven years old at the
time. I respected all adults, at least the
ones my father introduced me to—
Jackie Gleason, Ed Sullivan, Danny
Thomas/Kairouz—even Mr. Siriko.
But above all I respected my father.
And at that very moment as Mr. Sirico
stood anxiously on our front porch,
Danny Thomas was somewhere in
Tennessee laying a foundation stone
for the Saint of hopeless causes. Yet it
went unnoticed by my father and vice
versa as he laid a foundation for me by
turning Mr. Siriko away. I asked him
why he didn’t sign the paper. Father
replied that good neighbors would
never do such a thing.
A year later I was recruited at the
ripe young age of eight (unbeknownst
to my parents) to canvass the
neighborhood for St. Jude Children’s
Research Hospital. I had a script
that I committed to memory, along
with a donation box for charitable
contributions. The only person I had
ever known to go door to door for a
cause was Mr. Siriko, who had only
recently sold his home to a black
family. Despite limited training and
only Mr. Siriko as a role-model, I
hit the streets—Would you like to help
Danny Thomas fight childhood diseases with
a donation to St. Jude Children’s Research
Hospital?
House after house turned me away.
I was ten doors in without a dime until
I finally came to Mr. Siriko’s old house.
I was about to give up on believing in
my own neighborhood’s willingness
to support a good cause just when
the young black girl opened the front
door. I’d seen her before. She was a
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new kid at Noble Elementary School.
She listened as I stumbled through
my well-rehearsed speech. A voice,
a mother’s voice, called from inside
the home.
“Vanessa, who’s at the door?”
“Some white boy.”
“What’s he want?”
What I wanted was to leave, to run
as fast as I could and admit that I was
never cut out for charity work.
“He’s collectin’ money to help fight
Danny Thomas!”
“Well, honey—bring me my purse.
Let’s help that boy.”
“Why, Momma?”
“Cuz that’s what good neighbors
do, child.”
It was getting dark when I turned
my collection box in for the night. My
father learned what I had done and
advised me to limit my volunteering
to when he can accompany me—or
at the very least wait until I turned 12
years-old. To this day I don’t feel bad
for taking money that never did go to
help fight Danny Thomas. Instead I
have always embraced the linking of
two men’s Detroit-born dreams.
In 1983, President Ronald
Reagan presented Kairouz with a
Congressional Gold Medal honoring
him for his work with St. Jude Children’s
Research Hospital. I was watching the
ceremony on TV when the doorbell
rang. A neighbor was standing on
the front porch with a petition on a
shiny new clipboard. My young son
was at my side when I opened the
door for the late thirty-something
woman. Dressed in a business suit,
red, on a Saturday at my front door,
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she reminded me of Mr. Sirico. As I
overheard President Reagan’s voice
in the background I could swear that
I had caught the scent of my father’s
Aqua Velva as the woman explained
in detail her neighborly purpose. She
was collecting signatures to take to the
City Council meeting. She believed
in the concept that there is strength
in numbers and I was counted on to
add my name to bolster her particular
perspective on the value of good
neighbors she thought she could count
on. It seemed that three doors down
from my house the local Community
Mental Health agency had purchased
a home and were in the process of
obtaining a permit to construct a
wheelchair ramp. I listened to the
woman outline to me how a group
home for the handicapped would
negatively impact our property values.
She sensed my hesitation and asked
pointedly, “Do you really want to come
home every day from work and drive
by people drooling in wheelchairs as
they wave to you believing that they
belong here?” I didn’t need my father
there to know what I would do. But,
nonetheless, my little boy gave my
hand a gentle squeeze just to remind
me that I wasn’t alone in making
important neighborly decisions. I
replied, “Sorry, not interested. My
family and I will welcome our new
neighbors…and their wheelchairs.”
The scent of Aqua Velva chased the
disappointed neighbor in red off my
property. In the background I heard
Danny Thomas say thank you.

Bryan Graybill
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A Space of Our
Own
		

Elijah Alperin

Our plane—just the two of us, her
family had flown ahead—touched
down at 8 p.m. in late June, when
the humid Balkan air carpets the city
of Sofia with a thick summertime
languor. A stooped graying man stood
at the airport exit. Shaking my hand
wildly, he introduced himself as her
grandfather, helped our bags into the
trunk of his ancient Moskvitch, and
chugged away. Never guided by more
than three fingers on the wheel, the
communist tin can of an automobile
stalled and started again in time to
his frantic gesticulating. He indicated
this national monument, that national
theater, those governmental buildings,
taking clear pride in all the trappings
of a nascent democracy. We wove
down cracked asphalt roads lined with
sour cherry trees that hung low over
the pavement, eventually stuttering
to a stop in front of a Soviet-era
stuccoed apartment complex nestled
in the southern curve of Borisova
Gradina, an unkempt park in eastern
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Sofia. Zhilishten Kompleks Iztok read a
small sign on the arch above the ivied
courtyard entrance.
Six thousand miles to the west,
across the Atlantic in my San Francisco
home, I had lived by social compact.
Curfew: negotiable. Visible intimations
of intoxication: to be avoided. School
performance: optionally self-reported.
It wasn’t until the fall of my 17th
year that the space occupied by this
treatise was to be intruded upon by
a steadfast rule. A small rule perhaps,
insignificant in my veritable garden of
freedom. But prominent by contrast,
an uncomfortable projection into my
mental space. She Shalt Not Sleep Here.
And vice versa.
Regardless of a lack of formal
responsibilities the following day, or of
the relocation of siblings to summer
camps, out of sight and mind, or even
of the depth of slumber already being
explored in a dual rhythmic breathing,
come 10:30, the rule, this unjust
heavenly decree, would emerge from

the creases of my comforter to stand
like a thumbtack in my bed, small,
sharp, and entirely out of place in the
spirit of democracy to which I had
grown accustomed.
In accordance with the mores of
New Age child-rearing, my parents
ventured to explain their reasoning.
The willingness for discussion was
itself a huge compliment, but received
hereabouts as definitive proof of a
lack of any basis at all. Intimacy this.
Boundaries that. I don’t recall much
of what I could barely bring myself to
receive, except that the conversations
soon darkened into blemishes, which,
like the stains on my sheets, were
conspicuous yet unacknowledged,
persistent and infuriating reminders
that I was being parented.
Repressed time passed reluctantly,
amid much grumbling, but when the
rebellion did come, it was velvet: two
Lufthansa tickets to her motherland,
a few carefully misrepresented details,
and in retrospect, a great deal of
heavenly resignation.
We stepped out of the Moskvitch.
Her mother met us at the door—
welcome to Bulgaria—ushering us
into a dimly lit room and pressing us
into seats around a table laden with
coiled karnache sausage and shopska
salata. We ate slowly, methodically,
fourteen hours of recirculated airplane
respiration transpiring from our
pores, dragging out the very last of
the waiting, this penultimate formality
before the prize.
At last, palpebral triumph buzzing
behind our drooping eyelids, her
grandfather stood, gesticulating,

always gesticulating, and insisted on
hefting our luggage to a similarly
stuccoed, similarly Soviet building
across the courtyard. Perhaps a little
dusty, he mentioned. Hasn’t been
used in years. Shuffling back, hands
in fits, he returned with a bottle of
rakija and a dull brass skeleton key.
Pushing both into my hands—have a
shot for housewarming—he retreated
to the main family complex. We stood
together in silence before the door,
heartbeats synchronous, condensation
forming on the bottle. Sixty-fivehundred miles to the west, my parents
grimaced a knowing smile. Summer
was underway. It was time to play
house.
*
There was some dramatic internal
shift in the crossing of that welcomematted threshold, like the sudden
syncopation of a familiar song. The
click of the latch behind us and
then, finally, statecraft having paid its
dividends, we were alone together in
a space of our own. Can this really be
ours? The question and its rapturous
reply hurtled in thunderous rebound
throughout the apartment, echoing
from the angles of the scuffed oak
armoire to scatter on a topographical
map of the Rhodopes until ultimately
ricocheting off the milky panes of the
bedroom windows and back into our
open eyes.
We waltzed together then, literally,
sashaying hand in hand from boundary
to boundary of our infinite realm. A
thin layer of dust danced with us, its
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swirls in the air illuminated in the
yellow light of a spindly torchiere.
Enameled Principles of the Proletariat
signage regaling cleanliness—chistotata
e merilo na kulturata na choveka—hung
satirically above the garbage in the
kitchen. Painted idols gazed with
timeless repose from an Orthodox
prayer nook on a corner table. The
shower, a fount representative of the
time-honored communist motto of
“good enough,” sprayed directly onto
the toilet. A leather-bound copy of Pod
Igoto, that national epic of uprising,
shared space with the Bible on the
writing desk. An antique submarine
clock ticked laboriously through the
viscous murk of time: 10:32. And the
bed. Of course the bed. Not even a
queen but a king, with the same fusty
smell of many years of heavy summer
air that had settled into the drapery. It
was a bed for royalty, a bed for rulers,
a bed for us. We collapsed onto it in
delirium. It was tired Soviet kitsch. It
needed a deep cleaning. It was entirely
un-rent-able. It was perfect.
We awoke the next day in the mid
afternoon, rubbing a half-day of
sleep from our eyes as filtered flaxen
rays of afternoon sunlight streamed
in through the windows, gradually
awakening into this dream. Unpacking,
we filled the armoire and then some,
pushing our socks, and then our shirts,
and then ourselves into its drawers. We
ate a simple breakfast of syrki at the
bedside, looking out over the garden,
and walked leisurely across the rootcracked courtyard tilestone to report
for the day.
No one was home. We would
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discover later, but only upon asking,
that they had gone to Kokolandia, a
local amusement park where the loose
interpretation of safety guidelines was
not particularly amusing. We stood a
long while among the fig trees in the
courtyard, cupping this new freedom
in our palms like a young child
clutches a discovered egg, aware that
it must not be dropped, unaware that
it will someday hatch and fly away.
We wandered out onto Chekhov, the
slim street that struggled to subdue
the park greenery’s implacable assault
on Z.K. Iztok. A gypsy in a straw hat
clopped by in a mule-drawn cart,
pausing to inspect a stray hubcap
in the road, tossing it into the cart,
continuing along.
She recalled a nearby market square
from the hazy depth of adolescent
memory and we set off in search of
it, half-looking, half-lost in the mazy
streets. Peaches and plums, melons
and mulberries, apples and apricots, we
bought too much of everything, taking
great pleasure in fitting the plunder
into the apartment fridge.
By the third day an envelope
containing 800 lev and a brief note
slipped under the door made it clear
that this was no mere viceroyalty; we
were to be entirely unattended to. The
family had driven to her grandfather’s
villa in the folds of Mt. Vitosha,
eastwards of the city, return as yet
undetermined. Governance was ours
and ours alone.
That afternoon we took respite
from the summer heat in the
cavernous gloom of Aleksandar
Nevsky Cathedral. Save for a few

frocked attendants, the nave was empty.
The ancient scent of incense, tossed
from a censer during morning worship,
mingled with the sticky smell of
beeswax candles. As we loitered there
beneath the basilica dome, a choral
group struck up into song from some
unseen balcony in an upper walkway,
the paeans slithering downwards like
amorphous serpents to coil around
our chests. uzirjevu zhe narody vizide na
goroi jeko sjede pristopishe ku nemu utchenitsi
ego … Church Slavonic, a language
unknown to both of us, but in that
moment completely understood. It
was a hymn to adulthood. We were
adults! The exclamation gleamed from
every gilded surface. Adults! i otvruzu
usta svoje utchaashe e glagolje Adults!
We paid respects at the altar of
good tourism that first week, visiting
the requisite monuments, museums
and mausoleums, and sipping
afternoon cocktails on Vitoshka Blvd,
Sofia’s main thoroughfare. But slowly
it became increasingly difficult to pull
ourselves from the sanctity of Z.K.
Iztok. The more of its dust we inhaled,
the more the world around us shrank.
We mended holes in the mosquito
screens and wiped grime from the
idol frames. We scrubbed char from
the stovetop, rehung the artwork level,
and carefully glued a crack in the wall
map that had split across the peak of
Golyam Perelik.
The nautical clock stopped ticking
sometime in the second week, finally
petering out after decades of steady
time-keeping as if the renewed human
presence in the apartment had upset
some fine balance of stillness that had

settled in with the dust. We hardly
noticed. This was a timeless world. A
narrative had grown between us; it was
not four weeks in Bulgaria, it was four
years, four decades, four centuries. We
had stood together in the old-growth
since the dawn of time, timber in the
same Thracian wood.
On the 16th day a letter arrived,
misaddressed—Bogdan Stanev—but
it was not yet our day of reckoning.
We laughed as we taped it to the mail
cubbies to flutter in the wind. By then
the apartment had swollen to fill our
entire horizon. We had always lived
here. We would always live here. There
was no Borisova Gradina, no Bulgaria,
no Balkans. We were singular. We were
boundless. We were not children in a
world of adults. It was our world.
These heady days rolled on, but
outside of Z.K. Iztok clocks continued
to tick. And then ours did too, starting
again on the 24th day as inexplicably
as it had stopped. It was the day I fell
from the bedroom into the garden.
The mulberries on the branch that
scrabbled at the window had grown
dark and sweet in the July heat, and
in reaching for one I had lost my
balance, tumbling down into the
bushes below. Picking myself out of
the blackcurrants, I looked back up at
the windows and was suddenly taken
by how low, in fact, they were to the
ground, when standing at them had
felt like the most Olympian of vistas.
The very same day the cockroach
appeared, accompanied by a scream
from the bathroom that cut through
our serenity like a surgeon’s lancet. Vile
and angular, it had scurried into the
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bedroom, pausing to raise its baleful
eyes and click its mandibles in my
direction before shooting under the
bed. We baited it out and crushed
it with a shoe, but its intrusion had
already proved inductive, sweeping
across my perspective like a damp rag
over the clouded clock face glass. I
suddenly felt compelled to ask:
“So. Where do we go from here?
You know, after we get back and go
to school.”
“Well, I dunno. I guess we need to
talk about it. It’s a really long distance,
and well, it’s just, each of us might …
need a space of our own.”
I immediately regretted having
killed the cockroach. Feeling a Kafkaesque solidarity with the rejected bug, I
wished severely that there were another
living creature in the now silent room.
What I had believed wholly was a
genesis was a farewell. The light
streaming in through the windows,
once warm and sedative, now laid
bare the frailty of our enterprise in
the stark glare of an operating room.
We were mortal, decaying slowly from
birth. Two leaves tossed together by
the winds of time, only to be torn
derisively apart.
The next day we flew home.
*
I realize now that it was in some
part deeply irresponsible to allow
myself to fall so fully into this created
world; the exaltation was always
doomed to be temporary, but the
bruises remain in the smooth skin
of my adolescence. Like two mouths
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interlocked, exchanging breaths,
there was something sustaining in the
synchrony of our sleep that I cannot
expel from myself.
But the desire to return to
ignorance is a paradoxical affair, a
question rendered meaningless by its
very asking.

The Bird and I
				Ahrend Torrey

What happened to when I would stick my wild head under water in a creek
somewhere, and let the cold drip down my back, my neck, down my crack and
through the forest of my legs, as I raised my head toward the sky? When I
screamed to the top of my lungs, and listened, for that obedient echo to return,
as if it had a secret: and I listened, harder, hoping to understand the selfishness
of my family, and the sweet death of dreams; and how, above all this, nature is
the only thing left that will not abandon us, or forget us in some discreetness,
the way my lovers have— the way my mother has on so many days?
What happened to when I would wake early, spring, and the sweet smell of
honeysuckle and wild privet and pine, and dirt and soggy creek water would
send chills down my spine, like making love for the first time: the tender kiss
of sun, the steamy fragrance of Southern rain?
What happened to when I was certain of all imperfections, when I would
see the most decrepit bird, and was certain that it was destined to something
significant? That it was not just a decrepit bird, but in all weakness it was out
to accomplish something; if for nothing else, for me, to understand that there
is hope in all dimness, and that even the weakest and worthless and most
hopeless of things, can inspire and give life to something, as long as they are
alive, striving and yearning. As long as they are like the bird so close to its end,
standing at the edge of the creek, waiting to feed its hungry body. For at least
one more breath we are here, the bird and I: alive. yearning. determined to do
something worthy enough.
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ENGAGE WITH

PERFORMANCE ENSEMBLE
Memento, the Memoryhouse performance ensemble performs across campus at events including Logan Cabaret, Off-Off Campus Pre-Glow, The
Body Project, Sex Week, the Studs Terkel Festival, and Identity Week among
others. The group collaborates each quarter to share their personal narratives and creative voice in solo, duo and group performances. To view
past performances or learn how to you can become a part of Memento go to
chicagomemoryhouse.wordpress.com

SUBMIT
Have a story to tell? Want to share your experiences or musings with the
Chicago community? Memoryhouse Magazine is currently accepting poetry, prose, comics, visual art and experimental media submissions that
present a personal narrative. Submissions are accepted on a rolling basis.
Next review deadline is midnight on February 29, 2016.

Memory is a seamstress, and a capricious one at that. We know not what
comes next, or what follows after. Thus, the most ordinary movement in
the world may agitate a thousand odd, disconnected fragments, now bright,
now dim, hanging and bobbing and dipping and flaunting, like the under
linen of a family of fourteen on a line in a gale of wind.
				
			
Virginia Woolf, Orlando
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